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1. E	 =has no independent sources
overall QKACTIVE propaganda program in Brazil.
project was terminated, we have not been in frequent
tact with the two E	 Dassets in that project
recipients of QKACTIVE material.) 	 However, we
need for the type of output by QKACTIVE described
believe that the current situation requires a
material from what may have been effective in
the Revolution.	 With the immediate danger of
country now relieved, the need no longer exists
of the population to strong emotional hostility
Soviet bloc.	 Rather a low keyed, well reasoned
weaknesses and the contradictions of the communist
than ever needed here, particularly aimed at
students and the political leftwing.

2.	 QKFLOWAGE informs us that the two books
A, which were translated and published here by
satisfactory acceptance.	 Both were published
Revolution.	 RebelliSo ... was attacked on three
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